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BUSINESS OVERVIEW:
YOCISCO is where performance and style collide.
We offer functional, fashionable bamboo underwear
and base layers that accommodate the everyday
active lifestyle as well as today's sports enthusiast,
and everything in between.

ABOUT CAMPAIGN:
We want you to join us in making YOCISCO the most sought-after
underwear in the world.
*We require at least one permanent post and one story on your
page per week.

CAMPAIGN
BRIEF
CAMPAIGN GOAL:
Our goal is to make YOCISCO the most
sought after underwear brand in the world.

CAMPAIGN MESSAGE:
YOCISCO is fueling a movement of confidence for all men to feel
good about their bodies by providing high quality underwear that
makes a man look and feel his best.

KEY OBJECTIVES:
Engagement, Clicks, Comments, Sales

CHANNELS:
Instagram, Facebook

DELIVERABLES & TIMELINE:
-Minimum of 1 post and 1 story on social media per week
-Hashtag #YOCISCO
-Tag @yocisco

ABOUT
US
YOCISCO was established as an online men’s magazine in 2008. In the summer of 2013,
YOCISCO underwear line was released with the hopes of providing men with underwear
that would be functional, stylish and comfortable. In a short time-frame, YOCISCO has
established itself as a key player in the underwear segment. In 2016, YOCISCO won five
Underwear News Briefs Awards including Best Over All Brand. YOCISCO now is sold in
retail stores around the world.
While we are still providing high-quality underwear, we are expanding into additional
categories such as socks, swimwear, and accessories. With growth and expansion, we are
still focused on and committed to providing products that are high quality that our customers
have grown to love. Our new robust website has many unique features designed to make
your online shopping experience seamless; clean design and ease of navigation will make
the ordering process quick and easy.
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